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OPEN KITCHEN PLANNING WITH INDUSTRIAL CHARM
A technically-modern look combined with a casual, spontaneous looking arrangement of individual
modules: this kitchen looks as if it has been created to suit the moment and conveys the feel of urban
lifestyle. As a connecting and shaping “brace”, the rear wall is visually a connecting point for the various kitchen elements giving the kitchen a sense of warmth and homeliness thanks to the subdued
but nonetheless vital effect of its wooden look. The new metallic shimmering surface METEA and the
fine grid of the freely configurable Fios shelving system produce the typical industrial loft character
of this room concept. Furthermore they serve to underline the tidy, linear effect and ensure attractive
visual highlights.

Programmes: METEA-E | CLASSIC-FS | SYNTHIA | Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

Perfect match: closed design thanks to the harmonious interplay of contrasts
A free-standing tall unit, a kitchen island which seems to be floating, a sink unit with a wall-mounted tap
jutting out into the room – the individual modules of this concept are soloists themselves and appear
to be arranged spontaneously in the kitchen space. This planning approach is underlined by the blade-shaped metal frameworks underneath, giving the unit element and the island block visual lightness.
In addition, the elegantly puristic loft character is intensified by the exciting use of Fios: the basic filigree
form of the open shelving system is deliberately symmetrical with the closed, two-door tall unit sporting
the new front surface METEA due to its immediate proximity to the worktop element and in the flowing
transition to the living space.
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Like the individual modules, the individual materials also cut a convincing figure thanks to each of their
individual characteristic features. The wooden-look rear panels are the connecting element of this kitchen: they embrace the entire concept as they contrast with the clean-looking surfaces and the cool,
straightforward industrial charm providing an overall harmonious balance. In this combination, the plan
ensures a perfect whole, a stylishly coordinated kitchen which seamlessly integrates with the entire
interior design.

Modern accents: the new METEA surface
METEA is LEICHT’s new metallic looking surface, the unobtrusive modern expression of which is created by the vertical, only slightly visible brushing without any graphic severity. This gives the new surface
a soft, matt shimmer resulting in a high-grade industrial look. In this kitchen scenario, METEA cuts a
convincing figure in “cobalt brushed” and with the colour “chrome brushed” also ensures a technically
modern touch. Short black handles with soft looking narrow radii complete the visual reserve of this loft
scenario which is created in particular with the fine surface structure and the nuanced metallic shine of
METEA.

Smooth transition between the kitchen and living space with Fios
The elegant metal shelving system Fios is perfectly integrated in the loft atmosphere of this kitchen plan
with filigree, powder-coated vertical struts and narrow olive grey shelving, and breaks up the clean and
tidy look with open storage spaces. As a room-shaping element, the wall-fitted shelving system creates
a link between the kitchen and living space. Fios brings homeliness into the kitchen concept and creates
a stage for showcasing personal design ideas.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.
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